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Abstract. Scripting languages such as Python and Tcl have become a

powerful tool for the construction of exible scienti�c software because

they provide scientists with an interpreted problem solving environment

and they form a modular framework for controlling software components

written in C,C++, and Fortran. However, a common problem faced by

the developers of a scripted scienti�c application is that of integrating

compiled code with a high-level interpreter. This paper describes SWIG,

an extensible compiler that automates the task of integrating compiled

code with scripting language interpreters. SWIG requires no modi�ca-

tions to existing code and can create bindings for eight di�erent target

languages including Python, Perl, Tcl, Ruby, Guile, and Java. By au-

tomating language integration, SWIG enables scientists to use scripting

languages at all stages of software development and allows existing soft-

ware to be more easily integrated into a scripting environment.

1 Introduction

One of the most di�cult tasks faced by the developers of scienti�c software

is �guring out how to make high-performance programs that are easy to use,

exible, and extensible. Clearly these goals are desirable if scientists want to

focus their e�orts on solving scienti�c problems instead of problems related to

software engineering. However, the task of writing such software is usually quite

di�cult|in fact, much more di�cult than most software engineers are willing

to admit.

An increasingly popular solution to the scienti�c software problem is to use

scripting languages such as Python or Tcl as a high-level steering language for

software written in C, C++, or Fortran [8, 10, 11, 14, 16, 19]. Scripting languages

provide a nice programmable user interface that is interactive and which allows

more complicated tasks to be described by collections of scripts. In addition,

scripting languages provide a framework for building loosely-coupled software

components and gluing those components together [13]. This makes it easier

to incorporate data analysis, visualization, and other data management facili-

ties into an application without having to create a huge monolithic framework.

Scripting languages are also portable and easy to utilize on high performance

computing systems including supercomputers and clusters.

In addition to these bene�ts, the appeal of scripting languages is driven by

the piecemeal software development process that characterizes a lot of scienti�c
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software projects. Rarely do scientists set out to create a hyper-generalized pro-

gram for solving everything. Instead, programs are created to solve a speci�c

problem of interest. Later, if a program proves to be useful, it may be gradually

adapted and extended with new features in order to solve closely related prob-

lems. Although there might be some notion of software design, a lot of scienti�c

software is developed in an ad-hoc manner where features are added as they

are needed as opposed to being part of a formal design speci�cation. Scripting

languages are a good match for this style of development because they can be

used e�ectively even when the underlying software is messy, incomplete, lacking

in formal design, or under continual development.

Some scientists also view scripting languages as a logical next step in the

user interface of their software. For example, when programs are �rst developed,

they are often simple batch jobs that rely upon command line options or �les of

input parameters. As the program grows, scientists usually want more exibility

to con�gure the problem so they may modify the program to ask the user a series

of questions. They may even write a simple command interpreter for setting up

parameters. Scripting languages build upon this by providing an interface in the

form of a fully-featured programming language that provides features similar to

that found in commercial scienti�c software such as MATLAB, Mathematica, or

IDL. In fact, many scientists add an interpreter to their application just so they

can obtain comparable exibility.

2 The Problem With Scripting

All modern scripting languages allow foreign code to be accessed through a spe-

cial extension API. However, to provide hooks to existing C, C++, or Fortran

code, you usually have to write special wrapper functions. The role of these func-

tions is to convert arguments and return values between the data representation

in each language. For example, if a programmer wanted to access the cosine

function in the math library from Python, they would write a wrapper like this:

PyObject *wrap_cos(PyObject *self, PyObject *args) {

double x, result;

if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args,"d",&x)) return NULL;

result = cos(x);

return Py_BuildValue("d",result);

}

Even though it's not very di�cult to write a few dozen wrappers, the task be-

comes tedious if an application contains several hundred functions. Moreover, the

task becomes considerably more di�cult if an application makes use of advanced

programming features such as pointers, arrays, classes, inheritance, templates,

and overloaded operators because there is often no obvious way to map such

features to the scripting language interpreter.

As a result, it is di�cult to integrate existing software into a scripting envi-

ronment without a considerable coding e�ort. Scientists may also be reluctant
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to use scripting languages in the early stages of program development since it

will be too di�cult to keep the wrapper code synchronized with changes in the

underlying application. Scientists may also take the drastic step of writing all

new software as a hand-written extension of a particular scripting language inter-

preter. Although this works, it entangles the implementation of the application

with the implementation of the interpreter and makes it di�cult to reuse the

code as a library or to integrate the system into other application frameworks.

This arguably defeats the whole point of creating reusable and modular software.

3 SWIG: A Compiler for Extensions

One way to simplify the use of scripting languages is to automatically generate

wrapper code using a code generation tool. SWIG (Simpli�ed Wrapper and

Interface Generator) is a special purpose compiler that has been developed for

this purpose [3]. Originally developed in 1995, SWIG was �rst used to build

scripting language bindings for the SPaSM short-range molecular dynamics code

at Los Alamos National Laboratory [4]. This was one of the �rst large-scale

parallel applications to utilize Python as a framework for computational steering

and integrated data analysis [5]. Since then, SWIG has been developed as a free

software project. It is found in many GNU/Linux distributions and has been

used in variety of projects ranging from scienti�c simulations to commercial

video games.

The key feature of SWIG is that it allows existing software to be integrated

into a scripting environment with few if any code modi�cations. Furthermore,

the system maintains a clean separation between the underlying application and

the interpreter. Because of this, it promotes modularity and allows software to be

reused in di�erent settings. The other essential feature is that SWIG generates

wrappers from standard C/C++ declarations and is fully automated. This allows

the system to be incorporated into a project in a minimally intrusive manner and

allows scientists to focus on the problem at hand instead of language integration

issues.

3.1 A Simple Example

To illustrate the use of SWIG, suppose that a simulation program de�nes a few

C functions like this:

int integrate(int nsteps, double dt);

void set_boundary_periodic();

void init_lj(double epsilon, double sigma, double cutoff);

void set_output_path(char *path);

To build a scripting language interface, a user simply creates a special �le

containing SWIG directives (prefaced by a %) and the C++ declarations they

would like to wrap. For example:
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// file: shock.i

%module shock

%{

#include "headers.h"

%}

int integrate(int nsteps, double dt);

void set_boundary_periodic();

void init_lj(double epsilon, double sigma, double cutoff);

void set_output_path(char *path);

This �le is then processed by SWIG to create an extension module in one

of several target languages. For example, creating and using a Python module

often works like this:

$ swig -python shock.i

$ cc -c shock_wrap.c

$ cc -shared shock_wrap.o $(OBJS) -o shockmodule.so

$ python

Python 2.1 (#1, Jun 13 2001, 16:09:46)

>>> import shock

>>> shock.init_lj(1.0,1.0,2.5)

>>> shock.set_output_path("./Datafiles")

>>> shock.set_boundary_periodic()

In this example, a separate �le was used to hold SWIG directives and the

declarations to be wrapped. However, SWIG can also process raw header �les

or header �les in which conditional compilation has been used to embed special

SWIG directives. This makes it easier for scientists to integrate SWIG into their

application since existing source code can be used as SWIG input �les. It also

makes it easier to keep the scripting language interface synchronized with the

application since changes to header �les (and function/class prototypes) can be

tracked and handled as part of the build process.

3.2 Advanced Features

Although a simple example has been shown, SWIG provides support for a variety

of advanced programming features including pointers, structures, arrays, classes,

exceptions, and simple templates. For example, if a program speci�es a class

de�nition like this,

class Complex {

double rpart, ipart;

public:

Complex(double r = 0, double i = 0): rpart(r), ipart(i) { };

double real();

double imag();

...

};
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the resulting scripting interface mirrors the underlying C++ API. For example,

in Python, a user would write the following code:

w = Complex(3,4) # Create a complex

a = w.real() # Call a method

del w # Delete

When exported to the interpreter, objects are represented as typed pointers.

For example, a Complex * in the above example might be encoded as a string

containing the pointer value and type such as 100f8ea0 p Complex. Type infor-

mation is used to perform run-time type checking in the generated wrapper code.

Type checking follows the same rules as the C++ type system including rules

for inheritance, scoping, and typedef. Violations result in a run-time scripting

exception.

As applications become more complex, SWIG may need additional input in

order to generate wrappers. For example, if a programmer wanted to bind C++

overloaded operators to Python operators, they might specify the following:

%rename(__add__) Complex::operator+(const Complex &);

%rename(__sub__) Complex::operator-(const Complex &);

%rename(__neg__) Complex::operator-();

...

class Complex {

...

Complex operator+(const Complex &c) const;

Complex operator-(const Complex &c) const;

Complex operator-() const;

};

Similarly, if a program uses templates, information about speci�c template

instantiations along with identi�er names to use in the target language must be

provided. For example:

template<typename T> T max(T a, T b) { return a>b ? a : b; }

...

%template(maxint) max<int>;

%template(maxdouble) max<double>;

3.3 Support for Legacy Software

Unlike wrapper generation tools designed strictly for object-oriented program-

ming, SWIG provides full support for functions, global variables, constants and

other features commonly associated with legacy software. In addition, SWIG is

able to repackage procedural libraries into an object-based scripting API. For

example, if an application used a procedural API like this,
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typedef struct {

double re, im;

} Complex;

Complex add_complex(Complex a, Complex b);

double real_part(Complex a);

the following SWIG interface will create a class-like scripting interface:

%addmethods Complex {

Complex(double r, double i) {

Complex *c = (Complex *) malloc(sizeof(Complex));

c->re = r;

c->im = i;

return c;

}

~Complex() { free(self); }

double real() { return real_part(*self); }

Complex add(Complex b) { return add_complex(*self,b); }

};

In this case, the resulting scripting interface works like a class even though

no changes were made to the underlying C code.

3.4 Customization Features

For advanced users, it is sometimes desirable to modify SWIG's code generator

in order to provide customized integration between the scripting environment

and the underlying application. For example, a user might want to interface

their code with an array package such as Numeric Python [7]. By default, SWIG

does not know how to perform this integration. However, a user can customize

the code generator using a typemap. A typemap changes the way that SWIG

converts data in wrapper functions. For instance, suppose an application had

several functions like this:

void settemp(double *grid, int nx, int ny, double temp);

double avgtemp(double *grid, int nx, int ny);

void plottemp(double *grid, int nx, int ny, double mn, double mx);

Now suppose that a programmer wanted to pass a Numeric Python array as the

grid parameter and associated nx and ny parameters. To do this, a typemap

rule such as the following can be inserted into the SWIG interface �le:

%typemap(in) (double *grid, int nx, int ny) {

PyArrayObject *array;

if (!PyArray_Check($input)) {

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_TypeError,"Expected an array");
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return NULL;

}

array = (PyArrayObject *)

PyArray_ContiguousFromObject(input, PyArray_DOUBLE, 2, 2);

if (!array) {

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_ValueError,

"array must be two-dimensional and of type float");

return NULL;

}

$1 = (double *) array->data; /* Assign grid */

$2 = array->dimensions[0]; /* Assign nx */

$3 = array->dimensions[1]; /* Assign ny */

}

When de�ned, all subsequent occurrences of the argument sequence double

*grid, int nx, int ny are processed as a single numeric array object. Even

though the speci�cation of a typemap requires detailed knowledge of the under-

lying scripting language API, these rules only need to be de�ned once in order

to be applied to hundreds of di�erent declarations.

To modify the handling of declarations, the %feature directive is used. For

example, if a programmer wanted to catch a C++ exception in a speci�c class

method and turn it into a Python exception, they might write the following:

%feature("except") Object::getitem {

try { $action } catch (IndexError) {

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_IndexError, "bad index");

return NULL;

}

}

class Object {

virtual Item *getitem(int index);

};

Although %feature is somewhat similar to a traditional compiler pragma,

it is a lot more powerful. For instance, when features are de�ned for a class

method as shown, that feature is propagated across an entire inheritance hierar-

chy. Therefore, if Object was a base class, the exception handler de�ned would

be applied to any occurrence of getitem found in derived classes. Feature dec-

larations can also be parameterized with types. This allows them to be precisely

attached to speci�c methods even when those methods are overloaded. This be-

havior is illustrated by the %rename directive example in section 3.2 (which is

really just a special form of %feature in disguise).

4 SWIG Internals

One of SWIG's most powerful features is its highly extensible design. C/C++

parsing is implemented using an extended version of the C preprocessor and
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a customized C++ parser. These components di�er from a traditional imple-

mentation due to issues related to mixing special SWIG directives and C++

declarations in the same �le. For instance, certain information from the prepro-

cessor is used during code generation and certain syntactic features are parsed

di�erently in order to make SWIG easier to use. SWIG also does not concern

itself with parsing function bodies.

Internally, SWIG builds a complete parse tree and provides a traversal API

similar to that in the XML-DOM speci�cation. Nodes are built from hash tables

that allow nodes to be annotated with arbitrary attributes at any stage of parsing

and code generation [2]. This annotation of nodes is the primary mechanism used

to implement most of SWIG's customization features.

To generate code, parse tree nodes are handled by a hierarchical sequence of

handler functions that may elect to generate wrapper code directly or forward

the node to another handler after applying a transformation. The behavior of

each target language is de�ned by providing implementations of selected handler

functions in C++ class. Minimally, a language module only needs to implement

handlers for generating low-level function and variable wrappers. For example:

class MinimalLanguage: public Language {

public:

void main(int argc, char *argv[]);

int top(Node *n);

int functionWrapper(Node *n);

int constantWrapper(Node *n);

int nativeWrapper(Node *n);

};

However, in order to provide more advanced wrapping of classes and struc-

tures, a language module will generally implement more handlers.

5 Limitations

SWIG is primarily designed to support software development in C and C++.

The system can be used to wrap Fortran as long as the Fortran functions are

described by C prototypes. SWIG is also not a full C++ compiler. Certain

C++ features such as nested classes and namespaces aren't currently supported.

Furthermore, features such as overloadedmethods, operators, and templates may

require the user to supply extra directives (as illustrated in earlier sections). More

complicated wrapping problems arise due to C++ libraries that rely almost

entirely on generic programming and templates such as the STL or Blitz++

[17, 18]. Although SWIG can be used to wrap programs that use these libraries,

providing wrappers to the libraries themselves would be problematic.

6 Related Work

The problem of creating scripting language extension modules has been explored

extensively in the scripting language community. Most scripting languages have
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tools that can assist in the creation of extension modules. However, few of these

tools are designed to target multiple target languages. Scripting language ex-

tension building tools can sometimes be found in application frameworks such

as Vtk [12]. However, these tend to be tailored to the speci�c features of the

framework and tend to ignore programming features required for them to be

more general purpose. A number of tools have been developed speci�cally for

scienti�c applications. For example, pyfort and f2py provide Python wrappers for

Fortran codes and the Boost Python Library provides an interesting alternative

to SWIG for creating C++ class wrappers [1, 9, 15].

Work similar to SWIG can also be found in the meta-programming commu-

nity. For example, the OpenC++ project aims to expose the internals of C++

programs so that tools can use that information for other tasks [6]. Using such

information, it might be possible to generate scripting language wrappers in a

manner similar to SWIG.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

SWIG is a compiler that simpli�es the integration of scripting languages with

scienti�c software. It is particularly well-suited for use with existing software and

supports a wide variety of C++ language features. SWIG also promotes modular

design by maintaining a clean separation between the scripting language interface

and the underlying application code.

By using an automatic code generator such as SWIG, computational scien-

tists will �nd that it is much easier to utilize scripting languages at all stages of

program development. Furthermore, the use of a scripting language environment

encourages modular design and allows scientists to more easily construct soft-

ware that incorporates features such as integrated data analysis, visualization,

database management, and networking.

Since its release in 1996, SWIG has been used in hundreds of software

projects. Currently, the system supports eight di�erent target languages includ-

ing Guile, Java, Mzscheme, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, and Tcl. Future work is

focused on improving the quality of code generation, providing support for more

languages, and adding reliability features such as contracts and assertions. More

information about SWIG is available at www.swig.org.
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